has been characterized through translation of two non-adjacent dual generalized order statistics (dgos) and then the characterizing results are obtained for generalized Pareto distribution through dilation of dual generalized order statistics (dgos) and generalized power function distribution through contraction of non-adjacent generalized order statistics (gos). Further, the results are deduced for order statistics, lower record statistics, upper record statistics and adjacent generalized order statistics and dual generalized order statistics.
Introduction
Kamps [6] introduced the concept of generalized order statistics (g os) as follows: Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i i d ) random variables (r v) with the absolutely continuous distribution function (d f ) F (x) and the probability density function (pd f ) f (x), x ∈ (a, b). Let n ∈ N , n ≥ 2, k > 0,m = (m 1 
which is obtained just by replacingF (
where
unless otherwise needed.
If support of the distribution F (x) be over (a, b) , then by convention, we will write [3] and Castaño-Martínez et al. [5] for the related results.
It may be seen that if Y is a measurable function of X with the relation
if h is an increasing function and
if h is a decreasing function where X r :n is the r th order statistics from a sample of size n, X U (r ) is the r th upper record and X L(r ) is the r th lower record, X (r, n, m, k) is the r th m − g os and X * (r, n, m, k) is the r
We will denote
if X has an Erlang-truncated exponential distribution with the d f
if X has a Pareto distribution with the d f
if X has a power function distribution with the d f
if X has a generalized Erlang-truncated exponential distribution with the d f
if X has a generalized Pareto distribution with the d f
if X has a generalized power function distribution with the d f
It may further be noted that
It has been assumed here throughout that the d f is differentiable w.r.t. its argument. 
Since for the genErlang-truncated exp(β(α λ )) distribution.
But this is the mg f of Y s−r :s−1 , the (s − r ) th order statistic from a sample of size (s − 1)
drawn from Erlang-truncated exp(β(α λ ) and hence the result.
For the proof of sufficiency part, we have by the convolution method
Differentiate both the sides of (2.2) w.r.t . x, to get
Therefore, in view of (1.4), (2.3) and (2.4), we have
implying that
and hence the proof. 
where Y j :s−1 is the j th order statistic from a sample of size (s − 1) drawn from exp(β) distribution and is independent of X L(s) if and only if X 1 ∼ Gum(β), as obtained by Khan and Shah [7] .
Remark 2.5. For α λ = α, Alzaid and Ahsanullah [2] have shown that [7] .
